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The cases were seen over a period of 19 months in 11
children whose ages ranged from 7 to 15 years. Nine were
boys. The symptoms were sudden onset of dysuria,
frequency, and haematuria. The urine contained red cells,
but leucocytes were relatively scanty and bacterial cultures
were negative. Infection with adenovirus 11 was confirmed
in all 11 children by the demonstration of rising titres of
antibody. The virus was also isolated from nine out of ten
urines examined. The significance of these results was con-
firmed by the failure to isolate adenovirus from the urine of
healthy children as well as from children with various other
diseases. However, infection with adenovirus 11 was com-
mon in Sendai at the time of the infections, since 75% of
children over 10 years of age had antibody to it.

Viruses are excreted in the urine in various viral diseases,
such as measles,4 rubella,5 and mumps.6 The viruria which
accompanies acute febrile virus diseases is usually symptom-
less, though transient minor disturbance of renal-function
tests was found in 20 patients with mumps who were sub-
jected to detailed investigation. Symptomless viruria has
also been reported in an outbreak of adenovirus infection
among naval recruits,8 but adenoviruses are almost certainly
a rare cause of cystitis.

Isolation of virus from urine samples is a relatively straight-
forward procedure. It is rarely, if ever, attempted in cases
of non-bacterial urethritis and cystitis at present. Though
routine virological examination of the urine in these condi-
tions is probably not yet justified, further studies are clearly
required to assess the role of viruses in patients presenting
with dysuria where no bacterial cause is found.

Recovery from Subacute
Encephalitis

The condition variously referred to as subacute sclerosing
leucoencephalitis and subacute inclusion-body encephalitis is
generally believed to be invariably fatal. The term " leuco-
encephalitis " in this disease is really a misnomer, as patho-
logical evidence clearly indicates that the entire brain is
affected. Consequently subacute sclerosing panencephalitis
would seem to be a more satisfactory title.
The clinical picture of this disorder and the accumulating

evidence to suggest that it may be due to measles virus have
recently been considered in these columns.' The condition
usually presents in childhood or adolescence with insidious
intellectual deterioration or psychological disturbances,
though in some cases major epileptic convulsions may be
present from the outset. As the disease progresses the patient
becomes demented and usually develops spastic weakness of
all four limbs, with myoclonic spasms occurring between 4
and 12 times a minute. The electroencephalogram is virtu-
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ally diagnostic in that it shows generalized and bizarre slow-
wave discharges of short duration occurring repetitively
against a background of comparative electrical silence and
often in time with the myoclonic jerks of the limbs.2 In most
cases death occurs in from 3 to 18 months from the develop-
ment of the first symptom, but, as E. Osetowska' has pointed
out, survivals for four or five years have been described.

Recently W. A. Cobb and J. A. Morgan-Hughes4 have
produced evidence to suggest that in occasional cases the
disease process may become arrested, leaving the patient with
permanent gross disabilities, and yet more rarely still it seems
that recovery may take place. J. F. Kurtzke,5 J. A. Simpson,6
and J. M. S. Pearce and D. D. Barwick7 have reported single
cases with prolonged clinical remission in which the diagnosis
seemed reasonably certain on clinical and electroencephalo-
graphic evidence. Cobb and Morgan-Hughes4 describe two
patients, aged 21 and 18 years, each of whom had suffered
slowly progressive and characteristic illnesses lasting respec-
tively 15 months and 2 years, with subsequent gradual
recovery. In both cases the gold colloidal (Lange) curve
in the cerebroppinal fluid was typically paretic and the E.E.G.
changes were characteristic. In one case a brain biopsy from
the frontal lobe confirmed the diagnosis and in the second it
was equivocal. It seems probable that in neither case did
intellectual capabilities return completely to normal. It may
be significant that both patients were somewhat older than
the usual age at which this disease is known to occur, but, as
the authors point out, many cases showing an onset in early
adult life have progressed to a fatal termination. Though
both patients showed intellectual deterioration during the
progressive stage of the illness, it may also be significant that
disturbances of motor function were comparatively slight. It
would therefore seem that these two patients suffered from
the disease in a mild form, which not only allowed them to
survive but also to recover their previous intellectual abilities
to some degree.
No effective treatment for this condition is known. But

though it remains one of considerable gravity, it can no longer
be regarded as being universally fatal.

Student Participation
Probably no other profession has more often examined the
education of those who aspire to practise it than has medi-
cine. International conferences, a Royal Commission, the
General Medical Council, and innumerable individual writers
have contributed to the discussion in recent years. Since the
views of the teachers rather than those still being taught
overwhelmingly predominate, it is a valuable corrective to
hear from the students themselves. Some of their views are
set out in the latest publication' from the British Medical
Students' Association.
Two main themes underlie the B.M.S.A. report, and both

of them have a bearing on some of the causes of unrest in
universities here and abroad. The first is that the student
should be given the opportunity to play an active part in his
own education, and not simply be offered a succession of
lectures and demonstrations by a hierarchy of beings from
somewhere near outer space. The second is that what is
taught should all along be seen to be relevant to the student's
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